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Inspired by the author’s own family history, Tributary is the story of Clair Martin and her feisty 
and occasionally heartrending struggle with her role in the early Mormon Church.  For all her 
devout upbringing, Clair cannot believe herself to be a Mormon Saint. Her stubborn search for 
identity takes Clair from the confines of the Utah Territory, with its polygamy and rigorous con-
formity, to the chaos of Reconstruction Dixie and back again. Joined by a ragtag bunch of fron-
tier survivors—an exiled Mormon prophet who lives in a cave, a truth-telling black man, and a 
renegade Shoshone medicine woman—Clair fights to put down roots in the borderlands of Zion.

In the spirit of Willa Cather and Molly Gloss, Richardson’s epic tale of the 1870s explores the 
backside of history, showing “the far more interesting and unexplored stories of the American 
West—Mormonism, racism, women who don’t need marriage or men” (Laura Pritchett).  This 
engaging novel goes above and beyond the historical accuracy demanded of its genre by mak-
ing itself and its characters relevant and relatable to present-day readers.
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Praise for Tributary
“Stunning…Gritty…Remarkable…”
—15 Bytes

“Richardson takes readers back to 1870 Utah for this tale of strength and survival. Raised as a 
Mormon, our hero Clair Martin travels to the American South, through Shoshone country, and 
back to Utah.” —The Denver Post

“Richardson, whose Mormon ancestors settled in the northern Salt Lake Valley, offers a com-
plete portrait of life in the American West by exploring the struggles of a woman living outside 
the centers of power. Engaging and beautifully written,Tributary is a welcome addition to the 
current conversation.” —5280 Magazine

“A quest to belong is the theme of this novel from Richardson, whose lyrical prose and heartfelt 
characters shine through. This novel has much to offer, including a balanced perspective on a 
controversial time in Mormon history, but its greatest gift is its wisdom about finding one’s own 
path.” —Publishers Weekly

“The landscape becomes as much a character as the men and women who populate Tributary. 
As wild and isolating as the determined, defiant Clair, the prairies and mountain ranges seduce 
both narrator and reader.” —High Country News

“You’ll love resolute Clair Martin, the equal of any man—or religion. Clair’s strength and sur-
vival are the heritage of western women.” 
—Sandra Dallas, author of True Sisters

“I’ve been hungering for a book like this since I finished Lonesome Dove—a tale of the Old 
West big enough to crawl into completely, full of magnetic characters, unspeakable dangers, and 
beautiful language.”  —Lisa Jones, author of Broken: A Love Story

“Beautifully written and engaging, this is a story of one woman and her refusal to cave into so-
cietal norms in order to seek her own difficult and inspired path.”  
—Laura Pritchett, author of Sky Bridge 

“The language and writing are surefooted and fresh and often startling the way the best poetry 
can be startling. Richardson is a new American voice worth listening to.”  
—Peter Heller, author of The Dog Stars and The Painter

“From polygamist Mormon desert settlements to the yellow fever-plagued Gulf to an Idaho 
sheep ranch, Richardson evokes the 19th Century West and the human heart in all their com-
plexity. ”   —Barbara Wright, author of the Spur Award-winning novel Plain Language

“Richardson captures the grandeur and harshness of the Old West in a young woman’s strug-
gle to find a home and a family without losing herself. A lyrical and haunting story not to be 
missed.”  —Margaret Coel, author of Buffalo Bill’s Dead Now

“Barbara Richardson’s deceptively simple book is nothing less than an epic.”  
—Jesse Kornbluth, HeadButler.com



About Barbara K. Richardson

A few questions for Barbara
What personal events or people inspired you to write Tributary?  

I joined the Mormon Church when I was ten. It was the religion of my ancestors, and when my 
parents retired from the military and moved to Utah, my mother said, “There’s a church I’d like 
you to look into.” That statement resulted in conversion, nine years of faithful adherence, and 
taking on the mantle of my ancestors. I left the church at age eighteen.

Growing up Mormon, I wondered whatever happened to the ones who got away? In such a 
devout, closed community, folks who strayed from the path tended to fall off the rim of history. 
I could see the necessity for this—the need to close ranks and only tell the devout version of 
history, to keep the faithful faithful—but I still felt deep curiosity about what did indeed happen 
to those who dared leave the fold. That gap, that gulf, that abyss triggered the need to write a 
novel.

Did you have any contemporary issues in mind while writing this historical novel?

Women finding their own way through life. The conditioning to be a man’s helpmate is very 
strong in our culture. Or it was when I grew up. Clair’s story shows one woman’s struggle to 
move past societal expectations. Not that motherhood can’t be a genuine calling. It’s just that 
Clair’s path is a different path than the one outlined for her. The truer each person lives, the bet-
ter for this planet. I find contemporary obsessions with appearance and ownership as tragic and 
limiting as the religious conformity demanded of Clair in the 1870s. 

Barbara Richardson’s debut novel, Guest House, launched 
the first literary Truck Stop Tour in the nation and was a fic-
tion finalist for the Eric Hoffer Award in 2010. In Tributary, 
she claims the land of her Mormon ancestors who settled 
the northern Salt Lake Valley. Richardson earned an MFA in 
poetry from Eastern Washington University.  

Aside from writing, Barbara has renovated four houses, 
enjoyed Argentine tango, fallen in love with tai chi, helped 
can the West’s finest plum jam, adored conifers, and planted 
thousands of trees and shrubs for others. Barbara is also an 
avid environmentalist. She lives in Kamas, Utah.

BarbaraKRichardson.com

http://www.barbarakrichardson.com/
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Love of the Land

How does the West shape your characters?

Mormons were admirably tough and determined. “Men to match our mountains,” as the saying
goes. Of course, to me, Mormon women pioneers’ strength almost outdid the men’s. Together, 
they all wrenched joy and faith and a livelihood out of a salty dusty desert valley. Unfortunately, 
they displaced the Shoshone and Goshute (and so many other tribes) to do so. Because resourc-
es were sparse, a very Western reality, white settlers chose to dominate and subdue the land. Na-
tive people who had lived with the land, following the currents of harvest over a thousand mile 
annual route, left a very light footprint. Their bounty relied on balance and moving with the 
seasons. Which Western traits do we remember and admire and emulate? The stubborn invasion 
tactics of the Eastern settlers! The so-called “rugged individualism” of the West and the “rugged 
communalism” of Mormon pioneers.

For the full interview, visit torreyhouse.com.
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